Meeting Summary

Date: March 13, 2019
Location:
700 NE Multnomah St.,
Portland, Oregon 97232

List of attendees


Not present David McCall — Tillamook County, Derek Ranta — Waste Connections

Discussion notes:

1. Reviewed/updated timelines for work — Brian provided update on work and upcoming tasks — see charter
2. Updated on contracted tasks and progress including definitions work — update on definitions work — working with Jeff and Vinod and will share results by email
3. Reviewed feedback from Cascadia on draft collection program research and revise scope — overview of Cascadia’s feedback on potential collection research — need to follow up with Cascadia on dry waste collection and research methods
4. Began drafting scope for processing technology research — discussion on potential research for technology
5. Reviewed task 3 — some discussion and concern about managing bias toward certain outcomes before research was done
6. Next steps — Brian will incorporate feedback to scope of work and send it back out — schedule meeting early April to follow up

Alternative formats
DEQ can provide documents in an alternate format or in a language other than English upon request. Call DEQ at 800-452-4011 or email deqinfo@deq.state.or.us.